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Abstract:  The  core  of  expert  knowledge  is  typically  represented  by  a  set  of  rules  (implications) 
assigned with weights specifying their (un)certainties. The task of inference mechanism in such rule-
based expert systems can be analyzed from the many-valued (fuzzy) logic perspective. On the other 
hand, implicational relations between two Boolean attributes derived from data (association rules) are 
quantified  in  data-mining  procedures  by  [0,1]-valued  functions  defined  on  four-fold  tables 
corresponding to pairs of the attributes. In the paper, some theoretical properties connecting these two 
types  of  many-valued  implications  are  presented.  Obtained  results  can  serve  as  a  basis  for  an 
integration  of  data-mining  procedures  discovering  association  rules  and  rule-based  knowledge 
systems. 
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1.  Introduction 
Rule-based knowledge systems realize symbolic reasoning with rules which are given in the form of 
implications     w     where w is a weight (degree) of the partial knowledge that the evidence   
imply the conclusion  . 
There were many discussions about the nature of the weights w and different methods were proposed 
how to compute them (see e.g. Hájek, P. &  Havránek,T. &  Jiroušek,R., 1992). Various schools have 
emerged which can basically be divided into two groups: first, those who consider the weights w to be 
close to truth values and second, those who take the weight w as a probability reflecting uncertain 
dependence. However, we are convinced that it is not possible to take w only to be either the truth 
value  or  the  probability.  Knowledge  systems  represent  and  elaborate  manyfold  human  expert 
knowledge which, to some extent, reflects the reality with its uncertainty of various types.    
In keeping with the previous discussion, we consider both the logical (truth functional) interpretation, 
and the probabilistic approach especially in connection with association rules used in data-mining. 
There  are  situations  in  which  experts  describe  dependencies  among  the  phenomena  no  matter 
whether  they  occur  or  not.  On  the  other  hand,  knowledge  discovered  from  databases  may  have 
stochastic character. In the paper, we recall in this context some general results on correspondence 
between notions of fuzzy implications and quantification of association rules which were published in 
full details with proofs of the theorems in (Ivánek, J., 2005). Applications of these results can support 
possible  integration  of  association  rules  discovered  by  data-mining  procedures  into  rule-based 
knowledge systems. 
2.  Fuzzy implications 
In fuzzy logic (see e.g. Hájek, P., 1998), truth values of formulae are numbers from the unit interval (or 
in a general case they are elements of some lattice of possible values). Truth values of an implication 
    depend on the truth values x, y of formulae   ,   from which  the implication is composed. 
Naturally,  the  greater  is  y  (truthfulness  of  the   conclusion  of  the  implication)  and  the  smaller  is  x 
(truthfulness of the assumption  of the implication), the greater (or at least not smaller) should be the JIRI IVANEK 
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truth  value  of  the  implication.  There  are  uncountably  many  different  truth  functions  satisfying  that 
condition.  In  general,  a  binary  operator  I   on  the  unit  interval  is  called  fuzzy  implication  if  
      0 0 , 1 , 1 1 , 1 0 , 0    I I I  
and for all x, x’, y, y’ the following property holds: 
   . , ' , '  then  ' , '   if y x I y x I y y x x     
In the next two paragraphs we shall recall two ways how to construct fuzzy implications from other 
binary fuzzy operators. 
2.1  Residual implications 
The first way how to construct fuzzy implications is based on so called t-norms which are used in fuzzy 
logic as truth functions for calculating the truth value of the conjunction      from truth values of its 
components. A binary operator on the unit interval is called t-norm if 
(1)   is commutative and associative, 
(2)  for all  ' , , ' , y y x x  such that  y y x x   ' , ' also  , ' ' y x y x     
(3)  for all z: . 1 1 z z z      
Given a t-norm , the following binary operator on the unit interval: 
    y z x z y x I     ; sup ,     is called residual implication.  
It fulfils the definition of fuzzy implications, moreover, 
  it is a border implication:      y y I   , 1  for all y,  
  it has a property      1 ,   y x I  for all  . y x   
There are three main examples of residual implications: 
Example 1. For minimum t-norm      , , min y x y x M      the residual implication 
 
otherwise 1
, for  ,

  y x y y x IM      is Gödel’s implication. 
Example 2. For product t-norm    , y x y x P       the residual implication  
 
otherwise 1
for     / ,

  y x x y y x IP    is Goguen’s implication. 
Example 3. For Lukasiewicz t-norm     , 1 , 0 max     y x y x L    the residual implication 
    y x y x IL    1 , 1 min ,    is Lukasiewicz’s implication. 
2.2  Induced implications 
The second way how to construct fuzzy implications is based on so called t-conorms which are used 
in fuzzy logic as truth functions for calculating the truth value of the disjunction      from  truth 
values of its components. A binary operator  on the unit interval is called t-conorm if 
(1)    is commutative and associative, 
(2)  for all  ' , , ' , y y x x  such that  y y x x   ' , ' also  , ' ' y x y x     
(3)  for all z: . 0 0 z z z      
Given a t-conorm , the following binary operator on the unit interval 
    y x y x I     1 ,    is called induced implication.  
It fulfils the definition of fuzzy implication, moreover  
  it is a border implication:      y y I   , 1  for all y, 
  it is contrapositive implication:        x y I y x I      1 , 1 ,  for all x, y, 
  it fulfils exchange principle:            z x I y I z y I x I , , , ,       for all x, y, z. SOME PROPERTIES OF EVALUATED IMPLICATIONS USED IN KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS AND DATA-MINING 
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The  implication  induced  by  Lukasiewicz’s  t-conorm      y x y x M    , 1 min   coincides  with 
Lukasiewicz’s  implication  (Example  3.).  For  other  basic  t-conorms  we  get  the  following  induced 
implications: 
Example 4. For maximum t-conorm      , , max y x y x M      the induced implication 
    y x y x IK , 1 max ,      is Kleene–Dienes’ implication. 
Example 5. For product t-conorm     , xy y x y x P        the induced implication 
  xy x y x IR   1 ,    is Reichenbach’s implication. 
3.  Implicational quantifiers 
The notion of implicational quantifiers was introduced in the framework of logical theory of the GUHA 
method of mechanized hypothesis formation  (Hájek,P. &  Havránek,T., 1978). It should be stressed 
that  this  method  is  one  of  the  earliest  methods  of  data  mining.  The  method  was  during  years 
developed and  various procedures  were  implemented e.g. in the systems PC-GUHA (Hájek, P. &  
Sochorová,  A.  &    Zvárová,  J.,  1995),  and  LISp-Miner    (Rauch,J.  &  Šimůnek,  M.,  2005).  Further 
investigations  of  its  mathematical  and  logical  foundations  can  be  found  e.g.  in  (Rauch,  J.,  2005), 
(Hájek, P. &  Holeňa, M. &  Rauch, J., 2010). 
Assume having a data file and consider two Boolean attributes φ and ψ. A four-fold table <a,b,c,d> 
corresponding to these attributes is composed from numbers of objects in data satisfying four different 
Boolean combinations of attributes: 
a - number of objects satisfying both φ and ψ,  
b - number of objects satisfying φ and not satisfying ψ,  
c - number of objects not satisfying φ and satisfying ψ, 
d - number of objects not satisfying φ and not satisfying ψ. 
Various  relations  between  φ  and  ψ  can  be  measured  in  given  data  by  different  four-fold  table 
quantifiers  which will be understood here as functions ~ (a,b,c,d) with values in the interval [0,1].   
In  the  present  paper,  we  concentrate  on  quantifications  of  implication  which  are  based  only  on 
frequencies  a,b  of  φ  and  ψ,  φ  and  not  ψ,,  respectively.  So,  we  measure  implication  rather  "by 
performance" in data; objects not satisfying φ are not going into the account. We shall write ~ (a,b) if 
the value of the quantifier ~ depends only on a, b (in this case we assume a+b >0). 
The following is naturally requested for any such quantification (see Hájek,P. &  Havránek,T., 1978): 
the greater is a (number of examples supporting the implication) and the smaller is  b (number of 
counterexamples), the greater (or at least not smaller) should be the value of the quantifier.  
Therefore a quantifier ~ (a,b) is implicational, if the following property holds:  
    b a b a , ~ ' , '   ~   when  . ' ' b b a a     
The  most  common  example  of  an  implicational  quantifier  is  the  quantifier  of  basic  implication 
(corresponds to the notion of a confidence or accuracy of an association rule used in data mining): 
  . ,
b a
a
b a

   
4.  Connections between fuzzy implications and implicational quantifiers 
There are many ways how to construct implicational quantifiers from general fuzzy implications. We 
concentrate ourselves to those described in the following assertion proved in (Ivánek, J., 2005): 
Proposition 1. Let  I  be a fuzzy implication.  
The following quantifiers constructed from  I  are implicational: 
  , , ,
0 





 
 
b a
a
b a
b
I b a I  
d c
b a


 

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   . 1 , 0   from , for ) ( , ) ( ,
1 1
y
q
x
q
y
q
x
q I b a
b a q
I 

 

      
Let us present the quantifiers obtained by Proposition 1 from induced implications from Examples 4 
and 5: 
Example 6.  
 
b a
a
b a
a
b a
b
b a
a
b a
b
I b a K K 

 
 
 
  










 , 1 max , ,
0 ; 
 
   

















  





 
 
b a
b
b a
a
b a
ab
b a
a
b a
ab
b a
b
b a
a
b a
b
I b a R R 1
2 2
1 , ,
0 ; 
  

 

     

 

     1 ) ( , 1 ) ( 1 max 1 ) ( , 1 ) ( , b
y q a
x q b
y q a
x q I b a K
q
K ; 
   
1 1 1 1 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( ) ( ) ( 1 1 ) ( , 1 ) ( ,
         

 

      
b
y
a
x
b
y
a
x
a
x R
q
R q q q q q b
y
q a
x
q I b a . 
Resulting quantifiers include basic implicational quantifier and its modification. Other two quantifiers 
are also not uninteresting.  
In the next paragraphs,  we shall answer the question: Is it possible to construct any implicational 
quantifier in these ways from some fuzzy implication? 
One  of  the  main  properties  of  the  basic  implicational  quantifier   
b a
a
b a

  ,    (and some of its 
modifications) is that: the greater is the ratio  , b a   the  greater  is  the  value  of  the  quantifier.  This 
property is stronger than that used in the definition of implicational quantifiers. Therefore, we will call a 
quantifier  ~ (a, b) ratio-implicational if  ' ' ab b a   implies     . , ~ ' , ' ~ b a b a    
Example 7.  
For any  , 0    the following quantifier is ratio-implicational: 
  . ,
b a
a
b a

 
   
Ratio-implicational quantifiers have some specific properties proved in (Ivánek, J., 2005): 
Proposition 2. Let 
* (a, b) be a ratio-implicational quantifier. Then: 
(i)  
* (a, b) is implicational. 
(ii)  if     . , ' , ' then    ' '
* b a b a ab b a
*      
(iii)  there are numbers m
*, M
* from [0,1] such that 
 
 
  . 0 ,   all for     ,
0, a   all for     0
, 0   all for      , 0
* * *
* *
* *
   
  
  
b a M b a m
a, M
b b m
 
(iv)  there is a non-decreasing function g
* defined on non-negative rationals and  such that 
  . , * * 




  
b
a
g b a  
The next theorem (proved in Ivánek, J., 2005) shows, using the first construction of Proposition 1, the 
correspondence between ratio-implicational quantifiers and fuzzy implications. 
Theorem 1. 
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      





 
 
b a
a
b a
b
I b a I , ,
0  
is ratio-implicational quantifier with m
*=0, M
*=1. 
(ii)  Let * be a ratio-implicational quantifier with m*=0, M*=1. 
(iii)  Extent the associated function     b a
b
a
g , * *   




   to reals by    
  , : sup
* *











   r
b
a
b
a
g r g  
and define         
 
1, y     0,    x [0,1], y for x,    
1
1
,
* *   


 





y x
y x
g y x I     
    [0,1]. y for x,     1   1 , , 0
* *    x I y I  
Then  * I is a fuzzy implication such that     
  . , , * * 





 
 
b a
a
b a
b
I b a  
According to Proposition 1, a quantifier constructed from a given fuzzy implication  I  and weights qx, 
qy by the formula       1 1 ) ( , ) ( ,    b a q
I y q x q I b a I  is implicational. The next theorem (proved in Ivánek, J., 
2005) shows that every implicational quantifier can be constructed in this way.  
Theorem 2. 
Let  *  be an implicational quantifier. Let us extent it as follows ( 0 ,  b a ): 
    , 1 , , 0 , 1 * *       b b       ; 0 , , 1 1 , * *       a a  
    , 1 1 , , 0 , 1 * *               , 1 , , 1 1 , 1 * *             . 1 0 , 0 *    
Let us define for every q, u from (0,1): 
   , 1 ) ( log INT   u u q n q   
    -1. 1 , 0    q n q n  
Then for every qx, qy from (0,1), the binary operator defined by the formula 
    ) ( ), ( ,
* * y n x n y x I
y q x q q    
is a fuzzy implication such that  
   
1 1 * * ) ( , ) ( ,
   
b
y
a
x q q q I b a  for all a, b. 
5.  Conclusion 
In the paper, two types of construction of implicational quantifiers from fuzzy implication are presented.  
(i)  Relative  frequencies 
b a
a

,  and 
b a
b

  of  positive,  and  negative  examples  of  an  implication 
    in data are used as the second, and the first argument of fuzzy implication, respectively, i.e.  
  





 
 
b a
a
b a
b
I b a I , ,
*  
Not all implicational quantifiers can be derived in this way. Resulting quantifier 
*
I   belongs to the 
class of so called ratio-implicational quantifiers (Th. 1) which can have separate importance for data-
mining. 
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(ii) Exponential functions   
1  a
x q ,  
1  b
y q  are used as arguments of fuzzy implication (numbers qx, qy 
from (0,1) are weights eventually given to positive, resp. negative examples): 
  

 

    
1 1 ) ( , ) ( ,
b a q
I y
q
x
q I b a  
Every implicational quantifier can be constructed in this way (Th. 2). 
Correspondences  between  implicational  quantifiers  and  fuzzy  implications  could  have  applications 
both in data mining (treating of association rules as fuzzy implications), and in applied fuzzy logic 
(knowledge representation in a form of  fuzzy implications). Both two described constructions give  
possibilities  to  use  the  panoply  of  fuzzy  implications  to  derive  some  new  implicational  quantifiers 
useful for  data mining procedures for  discovering association rules in databases. There are some 
other  research  tasks  concerning  various  classes  of  four-fold  table  quantifiers  and  their  possible 
relations to fuzzy operators. Several results on this topic are included in (Ivánek, J., 1999, 2006).  
A general research idea is to represent useful four-fold table quantifiers by fuzzy formulae and apply 
fuzzy logic methodology for dealing with them. This approach can support an integration of association 
rules discovered by data-mining procedures into rule-based knowledge systems.  
In this way, a very interesting and surprising result seems to be that the most common example of an 
implicational quantifier (which corresponds to the notion of a confidence or accuracy of an association 
rule  frequently  used  in  data  mining):   
b a
a
b a K 
  ,
0   could  be  treated  as  the  result  of   the 
construction (i) using Kleene–Dienes’ fuzzy implication      y x y x IK , 1 max ,   . 
An effect of this recognition for studies on inference mechanisms of knowledge systems in the frame 
of fuzzy logic approach (Ivánek, J.,1991) would be a topic of further investigations. 
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